/ 2 ) and cationic (S = 0) Co 3 clusters reveal that oxidation occurs at an orbital with contributions from both the Co3 core and OPDA subunits. The predicted bond elongations within the ligand OPDA units are corroborated by the ligand bond perturbations observed by X-ray crystallography.
3 Cu Z site in nitrous oxide reductase 4 ), and oxidation chemistry (Mn−O cluster in oxygen-evolving complex in photosystem II;
5 Cu-and Fe-containing clusters in particulate 6 and soluble 7 methane monooxygenase, respectively). In an attempt to realize structural and functional models of these cofactors, researchers have utilized synthetic inorganic chemistry to prepare polynuclear molecular clusters where the protein superstructure has been replaced by organic ligands. However, the majority of ligands that support cluster formation induce low-spin configurations, often precluding the reactivity exhibited by native metalloenzymes. 8 To synthesize open-shell cluster complexes meeting the aforementioned structural criteria, one can envision use of a flexible, multinucleating ligand composed of weak-field binding sites to direct the formation of predesigned multinuclear architectures. In addition to synthetic tunability, this directed approach offers the distinct advantage of the ability to probe how the ligand scaffold influences the overall molecular symmetry and electronic structure. 12 Given these initial results with iron, we sought to extend this methodology to include other 3d transition metals, to probe the correlation between molecular and electronic structure as a function of ligand type and transition metal employed.
Following a synthetic approach similar to that used for the trinuclear iron complexes, we present herein trinuclear complexes featuring divalent Mn and Co. Within this family of compounds, different ligand architectures give rise to different molecular symmetries. Following the successful expansion of our synthetic protocols to include Mn, Fe, and Co polynuclear complexes, this report will be directed toward addressing the following questions: (1) How does the overall molecular symmetry impact the electronic structure? (2) 9 Here, all six ligand anilides bridge two Mn ions (6-μ 2 ), giving rise to a local square-pyramidal coordination environment about each metal, where a pyridine occupies the apical site, trans to a dimetal unit (see Figure 1 and Supporting Information, Figure S6 for representative structures and Table  1 15 suggesting little or no direct Mn−Mn interaction. Unlike 1 and 2, the steric bulk provided by the mesityl groups in 3 alters the local Mn coordination geometry. In particular, the three peripheral anilides no longer bridge adjacent metal sites giving rise instead to tetrahedral coordination at each Mn (see Figure 1b ). This steric bulk also enforces even greater Mn−Mn separation (3.1252(7) Å), although the overall molecular C 3 -symmetry is preserved. The range of Mn−Mn separations found in compounds 1−3 are similar to previously reported polynuclear Mn II clusters.
16,17
Crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis of the Co 3 clusters were grown from concentrated hexane solutions at ambient temperature (4a,b) or via slow evaporation of benzene solution (5a,b, 6, and 7). Representative molecular structures are shown in Figure 1 , and selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 1 . In agreement with the respective 1 H NMR spectra, the molecular structures of 4−6 confirm the C 3 - Although the average Co−Co separation in 6 is elongated by ∼0.04 Å relative to 4b and 5b, the average distance is not beyond the van der Waals contact radius and is therefore consistent with metal−metal bonding interactions. 15 The Co− Co interatomic distances are similar to those reported for trigonal cobalt cyclopentadienyl clusters, 18 likely arising from overlap of metal-based σ and π orbitals (vide infra), akin to what has been previously proposed in trigonal Co 3 clusters. 19 The presence of only two bound PMe 2 Ph ligands in the crystal structure of 7 leads to a distinct coordination environment for each cobalt center and a loss of molecular C 3 -symmetry. Two of the peripheral phenyl-anilides bridge adjacent metal sites in a μ 2 -fashion, while the third terminally binds Co3 only (see Figure 2) . While Co1 retains the squarepyramidal coordination observed in 6, Co2 is bound by three anilides and one phosphine ligand in a distorted tetrahedral geometry (neglecting M−M interactions). Finally, Co3 resides in a distorted square planar environment that consists solely of four anilides from the ( Ph L) ligand. Overall, this asymmetric ligand binding motif results in a significant distortion of the Co−Co separation relative to 6 (see Figure 2 inset ). The Co1− Co3 distance is shortened to 2.3371(7) Å, 0.100(1) Å shorter than the Co1−Co2 and Co2−Co3 separations of 2.4377(7) and 2.4385(7) Å, respectively. The Co1−N4 distance (1.853(3) Å) is contracted relative to its bridging counterparts (Co−N Ph (avg) = 2.045(3) Å).
B.3. Spectroscopic Characterization of Neutral M 3 Clusters. The X-band EPR spectra for the Mn 3 clusters 1−3 show strong transitions at 295 K, manifested as simple isotropic signals near g = 2.0, but exhibit fine structure when cooled to 3 K (see Figure 3a) . Indeed, each of the spectra at low temperature exhibit substantial hyperfine coupling, presumably to the I = 5 / 2 55 Mn nucleus and potentially to the I = 1 14 N nucleus. Complexes 1 and 2 show spectra exceeding the 16-line pattern expected for hyperfine coupling to all three Mn nuclei (2nI + 1; A ∥ = 118 MHz for 2 at 77 K; see Supporting Information, Figure S1 ). In contrast, the spectrum for complex 3 shows a clean 16-line pattern (A ∥ 182 MHz, g = 2.04, see Figure 2a ), despite exhibiting the largest Mn−Mn separation in the series of 1−3. The 16-line pattern, however, likely arises because of coupling of a single Mn center with N nuclei in different environments, though attempts to model the data using either coupling mechanism have failed to reproduce the spectrum obtained. The prominent transition centered at g ≈ 4.6 may correspond to a spin-allowed transition associated with the S = 3 / 2 excited state, which may exhibit some thermal population even at 3 K (vide infra). Note that the magnitude of the 55 Mn hyperfine coupling is similar to related Mn II clusters (e.g., Mn 6 (μ 3 -NPh) 4 Br 4 (thf) 6 ) that have been reported previously. 16d To probe the magnetic behavior of the Mn 3 clusters, variabletemperature dc susceptibility data were collected in the temperature range of 5−300 K. The resulting plots of χ M T vs T for complexes 1−3 are shown in Figure 3b . At 300 K, χ M T = 3.88, 2.99, and 5.20 cm 3 K/mol for 1, 2, and 3, respectively. All three values are lower than the expected value of 13.1 cm 3 ·K/ Figure 2 . Solid-state structure for ( Ph L)Co 3 (PMe 2 Ph) 2 7 (thermal ellipsoids set at the 50% probability level; hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity; Co aqua-green, C gray, N blue, P magenta). Despite the approximate C 3 symmetry 1−3, the χ M T vs T data are poorly modeled using MAGPACK 20 according to the following spin Hamiltonian, which assumes an equilateral triangular arrangement of spins and one unique coupling constant (J):
Rather, the data can be successfully modeled according to the following spin Hamiltonian considering an isosceles triangle, where two distinct coupling constants are employed:
Note that data for a related anilido-bridged Mn 3 cluster with an S = 1 / 2 ground state have been modeled analogously. Figure S9 ), wherein the larger angle corresponds to weaker coupling between the metal centers.
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The X-band EPR spectra of the Co 3 clusters 4b, 5b, 6, and 7, obtained for frozen toluene solutions at 77 K, are shown in Figure 3c . The EPR parameters for 4b (g = 2.035, 2.283) are similar to those observed for 5b (g = 2.043, 2.283). The large deviation from g = 2 is a feature that has been observed in other triangular tricobalt complexes. 23 Common to both previously reported examples, as well as to 4b, 5b, and 6, the hyperfine interaction with the 59 Co nucleus (I = 7 / 2 ) is not the sole contributor to the hyperfine observed. Nevertheless, hyperfine coupling to Co is indeed observed in the spectrum of 7, which displays a well-resolved eight-line pattern (A ∥ = 68 G, g = 1.988; see Figure 3c ), characteristic of a hyperfine interaction with one Co nucleus. One possibility to account for this spectral difference could be the desymmetrization of 7 relative to the trigonally symmetric 6. As highlighted in Figure 2 Figure S5 ). Accordingly, chemical oxidation of the Mn 3 clusters gave rise to intractable mixtures of products. In contrast, complex 4a exhibits several redox waves in the cyclic voltammogram (see Supporting Information, Figure S5 ), reminiscent of the iron congeners. 9 The primary oxidation event for 4b occurs at −1.75 V vs [Cp 2 Fe] +/0 (see Supporting Information, Figure S5 ), suggesting a highly reducing species for a nominally all Co Figure  S4 ).
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The solid-state molecular structures of 8b, 9b, and 10 are shown in Figure 4 , and selected bond distances and angles are provided in Table 2 . The gross structural features of the cationic series are similar to their respective neutral starting materials. Like those in the neutral analogues, the bond metrics within each of the o-phenylenediamide ligand branches are characteristic of aromatic, closed-shell dianions (N−C Ar 1.411(10); C Ar −C Ar 1.390(7) Å; Supporting Information, Table S4 ), unchanged from the precursors and within the error of the measured bond lengths. 24 The Co−N bond distances for the cationic complexes are shorter than those in their respective neutral counterparts. 0/+ , geometry optimizations with no symmetry restraints were performed on neutral 4 and 7 and cationic 8 (BP86/TZVP/SV(P)), 25 ,26 using coordinates from the X-ray data as an initial geometry. Comparison of the calculated bond lengths with those determined from X-ray analysis showed good agreement (see Supporting Information, Table S5 ). The orbital energies for 4 and 8 are presented in Figure 5 . The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital in 8 (or the singly occupied molecular orbital in 4) features both Co and ligand character. The 3a 2 orbital, pictured in Figure 5b , is composed of a 2 -symmetry combinations from the ( H L) ligand o-phenylenediamide (OPDA) substituents and the a 2 combination of the three Co d xy orbitals. This orbital combination features weak Co−Co π* overlap and, more significantly, Co− Nσ* interactions. The calculated bond metrics for neutral 4 and cationic 8 reproduced the decrease in the Co−Co separation and contraction of the Co−N interactions observed crystallographically, resulting from depopulation of the 3a 2 orbital. While both the frontier orbitals 1a 2 and 3e feature significant ligand contribution (see Supporting Information, Figure S10 ), the remaining orbitals feature a larger component of cobalt parentage (see Supporting Information, Figure S10 ). Despite the prominence of the OPDA contribution to the frontier orbitals in 4a, a spin density calculation (α−β) reveals that the primary spin density is located on the three Co ions, where the spin is equally distributed (for S = 1 / 2 : Co1 0.25, Co2 0.26, Co3 0.27), with the remainder being ligand-borne (0.22). The spin density plot for 4a is illustrated in Figure 6a . As suggested by the EPR spectrum of 7, the lowered symmetry for the diphosphine complex produces two effects: (1) the conjugation between the OPDA subunits and the trinuclear core frontier orbitals is disrupted, and (2) the lowered symmetry and isosceles distortion of the trinuclear core suggests that the resultant spin is more localized on a single Co center (Co2 in Figure 2 ). The calculated spin density for 7 corroborates this 
C. DISCUSSION
With the successful expansion of our synthetic approach to include Mn, Fe, and Co polynuclear complexes, several observations require address: (1) How does the overall molecular symmetry impact the molecular electronic structure? (2) To what extent do the redox-active ligand components participate in the observed redox behavior of the clusters? (3) What governs the nature of coupling between the metal ions in the trinuclear complexes? These questions will act as guideposts as we set out to elucidate the correlation between molecular and electronic structure.
C.1. Structural Considerations and Molecular Symmetry. The polynuclear clusters employing the hexadentate ligand [
H L] 6− and its derivatives fall into three structure types, shown in Scheme 3, where the primary distinguishing characteristic of the structure types can be defined as the variation of angle between the planes defined by the M 3 core and each of the OPDA planes. In Type I structures, all six anilide groups are bridging (6-μ While the metal ion separation within the trinuclear core is affected by the type of supporting ligand, the M−M separation is more sensitive to the metal bound. Consistent with previously reported polynuclear Mn II complexes, 16,27 complexes 1−3 do not feature close Mn−Mn interactions, suggesting an increased bonding interaction within the iron and cobalt analogues. 28 Further, within the trinuclear manganese complexes, the M−M separation is largely unaffected by changing the peripheral ligand anilide substituent from H to Ph. However, incorporation of the larger mesityl anilide units results in a significant increase in the Mn−Mn separation and a change in the local coordination environment at each metal center. Importantly, magnetic data for 1−3 can be modeled as stemming from superexchange between Mn II ions through the bridging anilides, suggesting that direct Mn−Mn orbital interactions do not play a significant role in the exchange interactions. Complexes 1−3 all feature S = 1 / 2 ground states, where the strength of the superexchange interaction is most sensitive to the Mn−N−Mn angle, with the magnitude of J decreasing with increasing Mn−N−Mn angle (see Supporting Information, Figure S9 ). This magnetostructural correlation is also manifested in the EPR spectra, where stronger coupling contributes to less resolved hyperfine coupling.
Unlike 11 Although a similar expansion of the Co ion separation is observed in the tricobalt series (see Table 1 ), complexes 4−7 all feature an S = 1 / 2 ground state. This observation suggests that the N 4 P-coordination environment imparts a strong enough ligand field to enforce the Co 3 core into a low-spin regime.
C.2. Electronic Structure Considerations. Given the data for all three sets of trinuclear clusters (Mn, Fe, and Co), spanning three structure types, we sought to establish how the structure type dictates electronic interactions between the redox-active components of the complex, the metal ions, and OPDA substituents. The electronic structure of the Type I Fe 3 electron-transfer series focused exclusively on the M−M interactions in deriving a frontier molecular orbital scheme (Figure 7) , 9 ], which will thus convert to a singlet ground state upon one-electron oxidation.
The DFT results for the redox pair 4a and 8a (and by extension, 5, 6 and [( ) reveal a considerable energetic matching of the metal and ligand-based OPDA orbitals. Two of the three frontier orbitals described in Figure 5 exhibit substantial ligand contribution arising from the OPDA subunits. Specifically, the OPDA orbitals of a 2 -symmetry that arise from mixing the π* orbitals mix with the metal-based orbitals of the same symmetry (d xy in 3a 2 , d xz in 2a 2 and 1a 2 ). The electronic configuration within this orbital manifold reproduces the effects of oxidation exhibited by the conversion of 4a to 8a. Namely, the Co−Co distances decrease, and subtle structural changes within the OPDA units are also reproduced by the calculation (see Supporting Information, Table S5 ). This mode of redox activity departs from the traditional electron transfer sequence of o-phenylenediamide → benzosemiquinonate → phenylenediimine exhibited by transition metal complexes featuring the redox active fragments. 24 Namely, the one-electron oxidation is borne by the trinuclear M 3 core and all three OPDA subunits. Thus, the traditional charge transfer bands assigned to the OPDA oxidation by Wieghardt and co-workers are either not present, 0/+ redox pair, the depopulation of an orbital exhibiting M−M σ* character (3e), in addition to removing electrons from 3a 2 and 2a 2 , leads to trinuclear core contraction upon oxidation (see Figure 5) .
The contribution of the OPDA subunits to the frontier orbitals of Co 3 series is also apparent in the EPR spectra obtained for complexes 4−6. The considerable ligand character in the S = 1 / 2 complexes manifests as broad features in the EPR spectrum without obvious hyperfine coupling to the Co nuclei in the temperature range 4−77 K. However, reducing the molecular symmetry of the Co 3 core in complex 7 effectively disrupts the conjugation of the Co 3 core and OPDA orbitals, thereby localizing the unpaired electron on a single Co center. further corroborated by the geometrical distortion that positions two Co atoms within close proximity of one another (Co1−Co3 2.3368(7) Å) relative to the longer distance to the spin-isolated Co2 (2.4377(7) and 2.4385(7) Å). A similar phenomenon can be observed in the Mn 3 series. For complexes 1 and 2, which adopt a Type I structure, the EPR spectra exhibit hyperfine coupling that exceeds the 16-line pattern expected for the coupling to three Mn II ions (I = 5 / 2 ). This phenomenon may arise because of the coordination mode change of the ligand scaffolds (6-μ 2 vs 3-μ 2 , 3-μ 1 anilide ligation), or it may suggest weak mixing of the Mn 3d orbitals with the OPDA subunits. Upon lowering the symmetry to the Type II structure in complex 3 (3-μ 2 , 3-μ 1 anilide ligation), the OPDA units are not conjugated to the Mn orbitals of appropriate symmetry, thus the EPR transition exhibits welldefined hyperfine coupling to the Mn and N nuclei, giving a 16-line pattern without obvious contributions from the ligand π-electron framework.
C 28 the Mn II centers in complexes 1−3 exhibit greater separation. The contrasting behavior of the Mn 3 clusters relative to the Fe 3 and Co 3 analogues may stem from the half-filled 3d orbital shell of the Mn II ion. This electronic configuration represents an energy minimum, thus obviating the need for metal−metal interactions. In contrast, the low-spin Fe 3 and Co 3 complexes do indeed exhibit close M−M separation, within the range where direct M−M orbital overlap is possible. Moreover, calculations performed on the Co 3 series reveal electron delocalization within the frontier orbitals composed of symmetry-allowed interactions between the three Co 3d orbitals. By extension, this description is also appropriate for the Fe 3 series (vide supra). The most significant difference between the Fe 3 and Co 3 series is that the Fe 3 complexes can span both low-and high-spin states (S = 1 → 6), depending on both supporting (e.g., H L, Ph L, tbs L) and ancillary ligand (e.g., thf, py, PMe 2 Ph), while all Co 3 clusters feature low-spin S = 1 / 2 ground states, regardless of the supporting ligand employed. Future ligand permutations will be aimed at accessing more sterically restricted local coordination environments, wherein variable open-shell configurations might be attainable for the Co 3 series.
D. CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates that the utility of tris(o-phenylenediamine) ligands in directing the formation of trigonal Fe 3 clusters can be extended to manganese and cobalt. A suite of spectroscopic and computational methods was applied to the resulting complexes, and the findings from these investigations are compared to properties previously reported for the Fe 3 analogues to probe the correlation of molecular and electronic structure. Particular attention is paid to the effects of constituent metal identity and steric effects imposed by both supporting and ancillary ligand substitution. Across the entire family of M 3 clusters, three distinct structure types are evident, with the types being primarily defined by the dihedral angle formed by OPDA and M 3 planes. While introduction of bulkier substituents onto the supporting ligand in the Mn 3 clusters can induce a change in structure type, the degree of metal ion separation in Mn 3 and Co 3 clusters is primarily dictated by the metal present in the M 3 core. In addition, while all Mn 3 and Co 3 clusters exhibit an S = 1 / 2 ground state, the ground state arises via different mechanisms: antiferromagnetic superexchange through the anilide ligands for the Mn 3 clusters, and via direct orbital overlap for the low-spin Co 3 clusters. The electronic differences between Co 3 and Mn 3 clusters may stem largely from the d 5 electronic configuration of Mn II , which already resides at an energetic minimum and therefore gains no added stabilization by engaging in metal−metal bonding interactions. The insight gained in this investigation will be employed to direct the formation of new metal clusters derived from poly(OPDA) ligand platforms, with the aim of synthesizing new high-spin, coordinatively unsaturated clusters for cooperative small-molecule activation.
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